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IOWA ENTREPRENEUR 

1/1/2020 – 3/31/2020 

 
1/3/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000302) 
A healthier lifestyle inspired one woman to start a wellness-minded business, and one man’s life 

experience helped him pursue his true passion of woodworking. 

 

1/17/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000304) 
Learn how one man’s military experience sent him on a rocky journey towards manufacturing military 

grade armor, and meet two brothers who learned about entrepreneurship by working in a family business. 

 

1/24/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000305) 
Meet a woman whose love of healthy food inspired her to start a business with a mission and a man who 

found success in Iowa despite his skepticism about relocating his business to the state. 

 

2/7/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000306) 
Learn the story behind one of Iowa’s homegrown staples, and meet an attorney who took a leap into an 

entirely different field. 

 

2/14/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000307) 
A need to supplement their farm income spurred a couple to launch a business, and after years in the tech 

industry, a business owner brought his expertise back to the agriculture industry. 

 

2/21/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000309) 
Discover how a Super Bowl ad led one woman down the path to being a photographer, speaker and 

television host, and meet a professional chef who has made it his mission to help those in need. 

 

2/28/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000310) 
Discover the stories behind one company that is an international trailblazer in concrete paving and 

another company that creates programs for use in the classroom. 

 

3/13/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000202) 
Learn the stories behind “Speed” Herrig’s many endeavors, and discover the history of the largest 

employer in Denver, Iowa. 

 

3/20/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000203)  

Discover how a trip to rediscover family roots turned one Californian into an Iowa, and follow one man’s 

journey from athlete to entrepreneur. 

 

3/27/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAE #000204) 
Discover how a health diagnosis led an East Coast art professor to becoming an entrepreneur, and follow 

one man’s journey from farming to building an international business. 
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IOWA INGREDIENT 

1/1/2020 – 3/31/2020 
 

 

1/2/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000804 - Peas) 

One of the first crops to go into the ground in spring is peas. They are a welcome fresh 

ingredient after a long winter. Garden peas and snow peas each have their distinctive 

qualities but at Rhizosphere farm in western Iowa, sugar snap peas are the go-to crop for 

fresh spring flavor. Chef Julie Schoenherr from Sioux City kicks that flavor up a notch in 

our studio kitchen with clever recipes like pea pesto.  

And, we’ll explore a resourceful initiative called Table to Table in the Iowa City area. The 

effort hooks up extra food with those in need. 

 

1/9/20 at 6:30 p.m.  (IAI #000805 - Ginger) 

With a little ingenuity, almost anything can be grown here in Iowa, even a tropical plant 

like ginger. As one of the world’s most well known spices, ginger has been around for 

thousands of years. Koenig’s Acres Farm in Hampton, Iowa shows us how to cultivate 

our own crop of fresh ginger.  

Then Chef Katy Meyer from Trumpet Blossom Cafe in Iowa City creates a savory and 

sweet recipe option for fresh ginger.  

And flowers aren’t just a fantastic part of your garden, some of them can also be a tasty 

element in your kitchen. Aaron Steil from Reiman Gardens in Ames gives us some edible 

flower tips. 

 

1/16/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000806 – Feta Cheese) 

Feta cheese is an important part of Greek culture, but there’s a delicious variety crafted 

right here in Iowa. Doe’s and Diva’s Dairy located in the scenie Loess Hills uses sheep’s 

milk to hand make their feta cheese. We’ll check out their farmstead. And Master Chef 

David Baruthio from Des Moines brings his flair for worldly flavors to our studio kitchen 

to cook with this creamy ingredient.  

Plus, school’s in session at The Cheese Shop in Des Moines where we learn about 

different styles of cheese. 

 

1/23/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000807 – Kohlrabi) 

Packed with nutrients, and proud of its unusual appearance, kohlrabi is a cool weather 

veggie thriving in Iowa. Garden Oasis Farm in the northeastern part of our state grows 

and harvests kohlrabi for their community.  

Chef Katie Porter from The Wallace Centers of Iowa makes creative recipes like stuffed 

kohlrabi with this memorable ingredient. And Cindy Haynes from Iowa State University 

Extension and Outreach showcases vertical gardening, a unique way to grow fruits, 

vegetables,flowers, and other plants. 
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1/30/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000809 – Tofu) 

Tofu is made from soybeans and is full of protein and nutrients. With an abundance of 

soybeans in our state, Old Capital Food Company in Iowa City feels it is the ideal location 

to produce fresh tofu. Chef Katy Meyer from Trumpet Blossom Cafe in Iowa City is an 

expert in preparing innovative recipes using tofu, and cooks up some inspiring dishes in 

the studio kitchen.  

And have you ever thought about becoming a chef? The Iowa Culinary Institute is full of 

hopeful students learning the culinary trade. 

 

2/6/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000705 – Cucumbers) 

Few foods are as cool as a cucumber. It's fresh, mild flavor is ideal in salads, it's the 

perfect flavor enhancer in drinks, and it's the crown jewel in pickling - receiving the 

honorary title of "pickle." On this episode, we'll visit Blue Gate farm in Chariton to see 

how one farmer grows cucumbers. Then, Chef Brandy Leuders (a.k.a the Grateful Chef) 

will stop by our studio kitchen to share a few unique recipes using this refreshingly tasty 

food.  

Also, we'll visit western Iowa to learn how local chefs get fresh ingredients in their 

kitchens. 

 

2/13/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000504 – Maple Syrup) 
Maple syrup is exclusive to North America, and while Canada is the largest producer of this sweet 

ingredient, there are plenty of areas in Iowa where maple syrup is produced. On this Iowa Ingredient, join 

host Charity Nebbe to learn more about Iowa maple syrup, when we visit Great River Maple in 

Garnavillo. Then Chef Justine Wieczorak from the Kalona Brewing Company will stop by the studio 

kitchen to share some innovative ways to cook with maple syrup. 

 

2/20/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000810 – Cherries) 

Tart cherries have a short picking season here in Iowa. At Allen’s Orchard in Marion, 

Iowa, the orchards are packed as folks harvest cherries before the picking window closes.  

Chef Terrie Kohl from Country Club Market in central Iowa uses both fresh and dried 

cherries to cook up flavorful dishes in our studio kitchen, including a cherry amaretto 

French cake.  

Plus, food blogs like Iowa Girl Eats inform and inspire us. Find out what drives the 

content and conversation of food bloggers. 

 

2/27/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000811 – Black Beans) 

Used in many different kinds of recipes around the world, black beans have a velvety 

texture and loads of nutrition. They’re grown, harvested, dried, and marketed at Grimm 

family farm along the English River in Eastern Iowa.  

Chef Brandy Lueders wows us in the studio kitchen with a rich, fudgy black bean brownie 

recipe.  

And the Mount Vernon Chocolate Stroll is a dynamic way to enjoy small town life while 

satisfying your chocolate cravings. 
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3/5/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000902 – Iowa’s Culinary Heritage) 

Since the mid 1800s, around the time Iowa became a state, people who settled here 

started crafting our state's culinary style. Immigrants from all over the world brought their 

cuisines with them and quickly learned that Iowa's rich soil would grow most anything, 

which influenced the dishes they prepared even more.  

On this special episode, we'll sample a small slice of Iowa's culinary heritage with author 

Darcy Maulsby who joins host Charity Nebbe in the studio kitchen to make traditional 

favorites like butter cookies and radish salad. They'll also prepare a unique Midwestern 

favorite--cinnamon rolls paired with chili. 

 

3/12/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000703 – Cabbage) 

Pickled, steamed, stewed, sauteed, or even raw, cabbage is no stranger to unique ways of 

being prepared. On this episode, we'll visit Morning Glory Farm in Mount Vernon to learn 

some secrets to growing cabbage. Then, Chef Julie Schoenherr from SoHo American 

Kitchen in Sioux City will join us in the kitchen to put a creative twist on some recipes 

using cabbage.  

We'll also take a look at how some industrious individuals raise chickens in urban settings. 

 

3/19/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000604 - Arugula) 

“Arugula thrives on abuse,” according to successful arugula grower Carl Glanzman from 

Nishnabotna Naturals in Oakland, Iowa. On this episode, we’ll learn how arugula can 

handle growing amongst the weeds, and how its unique shape and flavor can add delicious 

layers to salads and other dishes when Chef Katy Meyer from Trumpet Blossom Cafe in 

Iowa City comes to cook with us in our studio kitchen.  

We’ll also explore the life of a vegetable grower when Danelle Myer of One Farm in 

Logan documents her growing season for us. 

 

3/26/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAI #000302 - Strawberries) 
Strawberries are a universal sweet treat that are usually ripe for the picking here in Iowa in June. One this 

special episode of Iowa Ingredient, we’ll visit a pick-your-own strawberry patch in Sanborn.Then Chef 

Andy Bonnet, from Rubaiyat restaurant in Decorah, cooks chocolate torte with fresh Iowa strawberries 

and a lovely jicama-strawberry salad in our studio kitchen. 
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IOWA OUTDOORS 

1/1/2020 – 3/31/2020 

 
1/1/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000606) 

Just because the temperature dips below freezing does not mean Iowans stop enjoying the outdoors. In 

Cedar Falls, a crew of climbers have turned a silo into an ice climbing mecca, and for over a decade Clear 

Lake has been a popular winter kite flying destination. The hardiest fisherman wade into Iowa streams to 

reel in winter trout, and a brave few train for the unthinkable with the dangerous adventure of ice scuba 

diving. 

 

1/8/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000810) 

Ski across some freshly groomed trails, plant some trees in the middle of the Mississippi, and relive a 

major conservation victory in Central Iowa. 

 

1/15/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000704) 

Pedal the mountain bike trails of Decorah, explore conservation efforts in Iowa’s farthest corners and visit 

the Maquoketa Caves after dark. 

 

1/22/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000707) 

Catch a rare glimpse of the Iowa prairie as the first settlers may have seen it, discover how goats are 

cleaning up the environment and meet an Instagram icon in Iowan Bryan Conley. 

 

1/29/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000705) 

Join disc golf competitors during an annual Central Iowa tournament, eat the best plants our state has to 

offer and explore urban outdoor photography in our capital city. 

 

2/5/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000508) 

Join hosts Scott Siepker and Kellie Kramer as they travel around Iowa learning about outdoor recreation, 

environmental issues, conservation initiatives and Iowa's natural resources. 

 

2/12/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000201) 

Brave the cold to cycle an icy Iowa tradition; visit Northeast Iowa's trout streams; journey back 
in time with a state park gateway; and gaze through the lens of a Iowa adventurer.  
 

2/19/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000702) 

Jump aboard ATVs in Fort Dodge, explore Iowa’s abandoned mines and venture near the outdoor 

environments of Council Bluffs with photographer Buck Christensen. 

 

2/26/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000402) 

Visit the bluffs along the Mississippi River in northeast Iowa, where once-endangered peregrine falcons 

now fly freely in their native habitat, and explore the beauty of Reiman Gardens, the 17-acre horticulture 

garden at Iowa State University in Ames. 

 

 

 

3/4/20 at 6:30 p.m. IOWA OUTDOORS: 100th Anniversary Iowa State Parks 

As Iowa State Parks celebrate their 100th anniversary, explore their natural beauty, artistic inspiration and 

historic significance. Featuring artists profiling their own parks, and utilizing modern aerial videography 

and historic images, Iowa Outdoors brings viewers to the state parks of yesterday and shares the 

inspiration they may bring for the next 100 years. 
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3/11/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000506) 

Join hosts Scott Siepker and Kellie Kramer as they travel around Iowa learning about outdoor recreation, 

environmental issues, conservation initiatives and Iowa's natural resources. 

 

3/18/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000804) 

Race through the trails near Elkader in northeast Iowa, follow the efforts of birders to rebuild a lasting 

conservation legacy and examine the impact of chronic wasting disease on the Iowa deer population. 

 

3/25/20 at 6:30 p.m. (IAO #000501) 

On this episode of Iowa Outdoors, we’ll follow the path of dangerous tornadoes alongside a team of Iowa 

storm chasers. 
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IOWA PRESS 

1/1/20 – 3/31/20 

 
IP #4720 – 1/3/20 – Pete Buttigieg (D) 

On this episode of Iowa Press, Pete Buttigieg (D), mayor of South Bend, Indiana, will discuss the 2020 

race for president as he campaigns ahead of the Iowa caucuses. 

Joining this week’s moderator Kay Henderson, news director for Radio Iowa, at the Iowa Press table will 

be Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises, and Barbara Rodriguez, political reporter 

for The Des Moines Register. 

 

IP #4721 – 1/10/20 - Andrew Yang - Democratic Presidential Candidate 

On this episode of Iowa Press, businessman and Democratic presidential candidate Andrew Yang will 

discuss the 2020 race as he campaigns ahead of the Iowa caucuses. 

A panel of political journalists will join moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table. 

 

IP #4722 – 1/10/20  - Tom Steyer - Democratic Presidential Candidate 

On this episode of Iowa Press, billionaire and Democratic presidential candidate Tom Steyer will discuss 

the 2020 race as he campaigns ahead of the Iowa caucuses. 

A panel of political journalists will join moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table. 

 

IP #4723 – 1/17/20  - Party Chairs 

On the next Iowa Press, Republican Party of Iowa chairman Jeff Kaufmann and Iowa Democratic Party 

chairman Troy Price will discuss the Iowa caucuses. 

Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio 

Iowa, and James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette. 

 

IP #4724 – 1/24/20 – Iowa Caucus Research 

On the next Iowa Press, David Redlawsk, professor and chair of the University of Delaware Department of 

Political Science and International Relations, and Kelly Winfrey, assistant professor in Iowa State 

University's Greenlee School of Journalism and coordinator of research and outreach for the Carrie 

Chapman Catt Center for Women and Politics, will discuss their surveys and research on the Iowa 

caucuses. 

Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio 

Iowa, and Erin Murphy, Des Moines Bureau Chief for Lee Enterprises. 

 

IP #4725 – 1/31/20 – Reporter’s Roundtable 

This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of 2020 campaign reporters for a roundtable discussion to 

preview the upcoming Iowa caucuses. 

Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio 

Iowa; Jeff Zeleny, senior White House correspondent for CNN; John McCormick, national political 

reporter for the Wall Street Journal; and James Pindell, political reporter for the Boston Globe. 

 

IP #4726 – 2/7/20 – Reporter’s Roundtable 

This week’s Iowa Press will convene a panel of Iowa political reporters for a roundtable discussion about 

the ongoing aftermath of the 2020 Iowa caucuses. 

Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio 

Iowa; James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette; and Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee 

Enterprises. 
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IP #4727 – 2/14/20 – Iowa Caucuses and the 2020 Election 

On the next Iowa Press, Donna Hoffman, professor of political science at the University of Northern Iowa, 

and Dennis Goldford, professor of political science at Drake University, will discuss the Iowa Caucuses 

and the upcoming 2020 general election. 

Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio 

Iowa, and Erin Murphy, Des Moines bureau chief for Lee Enterprises. 

 

IP #4728 – 2/21/20 – Gov. Kim Reynolds (R-Des Moines) 

On the next Iowa Press, Gov. Kim Reynolds (R-Des Moines) will discuss the 2020 Iowa legislative 

session. 

Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio 

Iowa, and James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette. 

 

IP #4729 – 3/13/20 – Reporter’s Roundtable 

 

IP #4730 – 3/20/20 - Economic effects of COVID-19 

On the next Iowa Press, Ernie Goss, economics professor at Creighton University, and Peter Orazem, 

economics professor at Iowa State University, will discuss the economic fallout of the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

Joining moderator David Yepsen at the Iowa Press table will be Kay Henderson, news director for Radio 

Iowa, and James Lynch, political reporter for The Gazette. 

 

IP #4731 – 3/27/20 - Remembering Dean Borg 

On the next Iowa Press, Iowa Public Television takes a look back at more than 40 years of the state's 

longest-running public affairs broadcast with host and moderator Dean Borg. Through archival footage 

from the ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s and new interviews with Borg and reporters David Yepsen, Kay Henderson, 

Mike Glover, James Lynch and Kathie Obradovich, Iowa Press revisits the roundtable discussions 

intertwined with national and statewide political history.  
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KIDS CLUBHOUSE ADVENTURES 
 

1/1/20 – 1/31/20 

 
1/3/20 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #209 – Money 
Join host Dan Wardell, co-host Abby Brown, and all of their puppet friends for a look at money and what 

you can do with it. Kids will have fun watching DanBot try to earn money. Abby meets some kids who 

play roles in operating a bank. And Doctor Notable tells the tale of adventurous pennies Copper and 

Penelope with a song about their travels. 

 

1/10/20 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #305 – Fairy Tales 
Dan Wardell leads us on an amazing fairy tale adventure involving DanBot, Whoosie Whatsit, and a 

prized Clubhouse cow. Abby Brown saddles up to ride horses with some brave young equestrians. 

Caveman has some fun in an enchanted apple orchard. And Doctor Notable sings a musical tale about the 

“Dentist of Dragon Valley.” 

 

1/17/20 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #309 – Metal 
DanBot finds out the value of precious metal when he brings gold bars back to the Clubhouse, spurring a 

sweeping adventure with Dan Wardell as they try to return the gold. Abby Brown explains the different 

kinds of metals and their various scientific properties, resourceful kids make tin foil boats and Doctor 

Notable sings about a “Heavy Metal Lunchbox.” 

 

1/24/20 at 7 a.m. & 4 p.m. - #403 – Sound 
Dan and DanBot apply to be professors at the National Sound Effects Institute. Abby and friends play a 

game of musical hula hoops. Kids illustrate what their imaginations see as they listen to music. 
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MARKET TO MARKET 

1/1/20 – 3/31/20 
 

 

MTM #4520 – 1/4/20 at 8 p.m. 

A truce in the trade war as the calendar flips. 

Another state adds legal cannabis to its economy. 

Trade deals, weather events and ethanol troubles – a 2019 rewind. 

And commodity market analysis with Ted Seifried. 

 

MTM #4521 - 1/10/20 at 8 p.m. 

Two trade deals take one step closer to the goal line. 

The debate over protein levels in livestock feed. 

And commodity market analysis with Dan Hueber. 

 

MTM #4522 - 1/17/20 at 8 p.m. 

"Promises kept"... but what's in the details. 

Renewed optimism over biofuels. 

And commodity market analysis with Naomi Blohm. 

 

MTM #4523 - 1/24/20 at 8 p.m. 

The President launches trade barbs at the EU. 

Reactions in the global economy from last week’s trade deals. 

A job retraining program that focuses on economic and personal development. 

And commodity market analysis with Arlan Suderman. 

 

MTM #4524 – 1/31/20 at 8 p.m. 

One more signature on the bottom line. 

What will El Nino bring next season? 

A prison dairy operation with outside benefits. 

And commodity market analysis with Elaine Kub. 

 

MTM #4525 – 2/7/20 at 10 p.m. 

The EPA stands up for Roundup. 

Presidential praise for the economy. 

Filling the gap in the trucker shortage. 

And commodity market analysis with Tomm Pfitzenmaier. 

 

MTM #4526 – 2/14/20 at 8 p.m. 

Congress gets their budget homework from the White House. 

The fighters of colony collapse disorder get new weapons. 

And commodity market analysis with John Roach. 

 

MTM #4527 – 2/21/20 at 8 p.m. 

Immediate Chinese buying fails to materialize. 

The race to complete levee repairs before flood season kicks into high gear. 

Helping landowners return some of their ground to native prairie.   

And commodity market analysis with Shawn Hackett. 
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MTM #4528 – 2/28/20 at 8 p.m. 

Congress hears tales from the frontline in the China trade war. 

A diverse set of stakeholders seek common ground on the use of public land.   

And commodity market analysis with Sue Martin. 

 

MTM #4529 – 3/6/20 at 8 p.m. 

The coronavirus extends its shadow over the economy. 

The EPA seeks a different path on ethanol. 

And commodity market analysis with Elaine Kub. 

 

MTM #4530 – 3/13/20 at 8 p.m. 

The U.S. outbreak of COVID-19 prompts a wide-spread response. 

USDA along with other federal agencies work through health and financial scenarios. 

And commodity market analysis with Tomm Pfitzenmaier and Matt Bennett. 

 

MTM #4531 – 3/20/20 at 8 p.m. 

The markets whipsaw their way through more than just a virus. 

The government marshals its forces to fight back against the coronavirus 

And commodity market analysis with Mark Gold and Don Roose. 

 

MTM #4532 – 3/27/20 at 8 p.m. 

Markets rally as unemployment zooms. 

Crisis legislation keeps rural America in the picture. 

The next generation learns the art of the hedge. 

And commodity market analysis with Dan Hueber. 
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QUARTERLY PROGRAM TOPIC REPORT 

Report Covering 1/1/2020 – 3/31/2020 
 

 

 

 

Abortion 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012750 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/24/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Friday, President Trump became the first sitting president to 
address the annual March for Life in Washington in person. He spoke to 
thousands of abortion opponents who flocked to the National Mall. Also, the 
Pentagon now says 34 U.S. troops suffered traumatic brain injuries when their 
Iraqi base was hit by Iranian missiles earlier this month. Trump called the 
injuries headaches. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012779 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/5/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Thursday, Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer insisted he 
had not threatened two Supreme Court justices on Wednesday, but he did voice 
regret. Schumer said he “shouldn’t have used the words” he had chosen when 
talking about the Court and abortion rights. Also, Sec. of State Mike Pompeo 
pressed the Taliban to call off attacks on Afghan forces so a peace process 
could move forward. 
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Aging 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MRDA 000000 

Series Title:    MEMORY RESCUE WITH DANIEL AMEN, MD 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       EPS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/23/20  6:30 a.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

In Memory Rescue with Daniel Amen, MD, Dr. Amen talks about how you can improve your memory and 

even rescue it if you think it's headed for trouble. This very simple idea to strengthen a person's memory is 

based on treating the 11 major risk factors that destroy brain function. Most of these risk factors are either 

preventable or treatable. Dr Amen has developed the mnemonic "BRIGHT MINDS" to help you remember 

the 11 major risk factors. Knowing one's risk factors and how to overcome them is critical to rescuing 

one's memory. Your brain's history is NOT your destiny. You can make your brain better with this 

powerful program from Dr. Daniel Amen. 

 

NOLA Code:         TSPA  000000 

Series Title:    3-Steps to Pain Free Living 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PFP 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/23/20  8:30 a.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Eliminate the root cause of many painful conditions with this easy to follow plan from neuromuscular 

therapist, yoga instructor and pain specialist Lee Albert, who teaches five simple exercises to correct 

muscle imbalance. 
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American History/Biography 
 

 

NOLA Code:         PBMO  000000 

Series Title:    P. Buckley Moss: The Lady Behind the Brush 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/1/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format: Pledge 

IPTV crews filmed Pat Moss appearing at local galleries in Carroll and Osceola, Iowa, and in January, 

visited her at work in her home studio in St. Petersburg, Florida. This new material is woven into an 

intimate look at the facets of her art and the seasons of her life. P.BUCKLEY MOSS: THE LADY 

BEHIND THE BRUSH SPECIAL EDITION follows Pat's life story with archival photos, film, interviews 

with her family, close associates, and P. Buckley Moss Society and Foundation officers,and updates the 

story with new HD video of the artist at work and connecting with her fans. 

    

NOLA Code:         FRON  003808 

Series Title:    Frontline | America's Great Divide: Obama to Trump 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/13/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

This episode traces how Barack Obama’s promise of unity collapsed as 
increasing racial, cultural and political divisions laid the groundwork for 
the rise of Donald Trump. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012749 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/23/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

It is impossible to quantify Jim Lehrer’s influence on this news program, 
American journalism, presidential debates or the lives of so many of us. He 
was an extraordinary journalist, writer, collaborator and friend. Robert 
MacNeil, Lehrer’s NewsHour co-founder, longtime Lehrer friend Justice Stephen 
Breyer and Sharon Percy Rockefeller, president and CEO of WETA, join Judy 
Woodruff to remember him. 

 

NOLA Code:         INLE  002111 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title: Always in Season 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/29/20  11 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

ALWAYS IN SEASON explores the lingering impact of more than a century of 
lynching African Americans and connects this form of historic racial terrorism 
to racial violence today. The film centers on the case of Lennon Lacy, an 
African American teen who was found hanging from a swing set in Bladenboro, 
North Carolina, on August 29, 2014. Despite inconsistencies in the case, local 
officials quickly ruled Lennon's death a suicide, but his mother, Claudia, 
believes Lennon was lynched. Claudia moves from paralyzing grief to leading 
the fight for justice for her son.    As the film unfolds, Lennon's case, and 
the suspicions surrounding it, intersect with stories of other communities 
seeking justice and reconciliation. A few hundred miles away in Monroe, 
Georgia, a diverse group of reenactors, including the adult daughter of a 
former Ku Klux Klan leader, annually dramatize a 1946 quadruple lynching to 
ensure the victims are never forgotten and encourage the community to come 
forward with information that might bring the perpetrators to justice. As the 
terrorism of the past bleeds into the present, the film asks: what will it 
take for Americans to begin building a national movement for racial justice 
and reconciliation? 
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Arts 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012756 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/3/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The work of women artists makes up only 3 to 5 percent of major museums' 
permanent collections in the U.S. and Europe. Many of these artists struggle 
financially -- but Susan Unterberg is trying to change that. For decades, the 
artist has supported her female peers as an anonymous benefactor. Jeffrey 
Brown sits down with Unterberg to discuss why she decided to put a name on her 
philanthropy. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         VEBR  000101 

Series Title:    Very British Romance with Lucy Worsley; A 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/9/20  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Celebrate love with Lucy Worsley as she delves into the seductive history of 
British romance, uncovering the social, political and cultural forces that 
shaped ideals of romantic love during the Georgian era, including the novels 
of Jane Austen. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012778 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/4/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Amid the McCarthy hearings and the launch of the civil rights movement in the 
1950s, painter Jacob Lawrence, the most famous black artist of his era, sought 
to reframe early American history the way he saw it. His ensuing work, the 
sprawling series “Struggle,” has been reassembled for a national tour, 
stopping first at Massachusetts' Peabody Essex Museum. Special correspondent 
Jared Bowen reports. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         TAMM  0000000 

Series Title:    Doo Wop to Pop Rock: My Music Celebrates 20 Years 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PFP 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/29/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Celebrate 20 years of greatest hit songs from the 50s to the 70s featuring legendary performers The 

Kingston Trio, Glen Campbell, Aretha Franklin, Engelbert Humperdinck, Judy Collins, Davy Jones, Mel 

Carter, Patti Page and more. 
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Business/Industry 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003810 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title: Taliban Country 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/21/20  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

On the ground in Afghanistan with exclusive access to ISIS, the Taliban and 
its top peace negotiator. Amid peace talks with the U.S., an exclusive report 
on the Taliban’s control and the threat from ISIS.    As part of a worldwide 
investigation with the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists 
that draws on a trove of more than 700,000 leaked documents, FRONTLINE 
examines how Africa’s richest woman, Isabel dos Santos, built a business 
empire with access to state funds from one of the poorest countries on earth — 
and the role U.S. companies have played in helping her amass her fortune. 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003812 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Amazon Empire: The Rise of Jeff Bezos 

Distributor: PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/18/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Examining Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos' ascent to power and the global impact of the 
empire he built. The film also investigates the darker side of the company's 
rapid growth, and the challenge of trying to rein in the power of the richest 
man in the world. 
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NOLA Code:         INLW  000000 

Series Title:    Inn at Little Washington: A Delicious Documentary; The 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/27/20  9:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Meet Patrick O’Connell, a self-taught chef whose restaurant, The Inn at Little 
Washington, is considered one of the greatest dining experiences in America. 
Follow Chef O’Connell’s pursuit of the ultimate culinary accolade: a third 
Michelin star. 
 

 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012797 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/31/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The Trump administration wants to roll back another federal regulation 
intended to reduce global warming. Obama-era automobile fuel efficiency rules 
require U.S. vehicles to increase mileage standards by an average of 5 percent 
per year from 2021 through 2026. Tuesday’s move would reduce the improvement 
threshold to 1.5 percent. The Washington Post’s Juliet Eilperin joins John 
Yang to discuss. 
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Community Politics, Government 
 

 

NOLA Code:         COS  002020 

Series Title:    Condition of the State 2020 

Episode Title: Governor Kim Reynolds 

Distributor:       IowaPBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/14/20  10 a.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format: LIVE 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012744 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/16/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

U.S. women won the right to vote a century ago; the fight to instill in the 
Constitution equal rights regardless of sex is nearly as old. The Equal Rights 
Amendment was a major national topic in the 1970s -- but it wasn’t until this 
past Tuesday that the crucial 38th state ratified it. Equality Now's Kate 
Kelly joins Judy Woodruff to discuss whether the ERA will become part of the 
Constitution. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012769 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/20/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Venezuela is in political, economic and humanitarian crisis. With its massive 
oil reserves, it used to be among the world’s wealthiest countries, but its 
economy has since collapsed. For residents opposed to the socialist regime of 
President Nicolas Maduro, the 2019 rise of opposition leader Juan Guaido 
offered a moment of hope that has yet to deliver. Special correspondent Marcia 
Biggs reports. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012778 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/4/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Wednesday, hopes for Israel to end months of political 
deadlock have dimmed, as Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu appears to be short 
of a parliamentary majority. The result could mean a fourth election within a 
year. Also, both Turkish and Syrian soldiers were killed amid fighting in 
northwestern Syria. Turkey is trying to stop a Syrian offensive driving 
refugees to its border. 
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Consumerism 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003812 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title: Amazon Empire: The Rise of Jeff Bezos 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/18/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Examining Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos' ascent to power and the global impact of the 
empire he built. The film also investigates the darker side of the company's 
rapid growth, and the challenge of trying to rein in the power of the richest 
man in the world. 
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Crime/Legal Issues/Law Enforcement 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012737 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/7/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

There is still no official word on when a Senate impeachment trial of 
President Trump might begin. The lack of forward movement is due to an ongoing 
impasse between House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell. To make sense of the situation, Lisa Desjardins talks to Nadeam 
Elshami, former chief of staff to Pelosi, and Steven Law, former chief of 
staff to McConnell. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012740 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/10/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In a single week, five people incarcerated in Mississippi jails have died at 
the hands of other inmates. The deaths have highlighted a system in dire 
condition, suffering from staffing problems and deteriorating facilities. 
Jerry Mitchell, founder of the Mississippi Center for Investigative Reporting, 
joins William Brangham to discuss funding challenges, lack of oversight and 
inmate overcrowding. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012771 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/24/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The investigation and subsequent prosecution of entertainment mogul Harvey 
Weinstein for sexual misconduct marked a watershed moment for an international 
conversation around sexual abuse and harassment. Now, what does Weinstein’s 
conviction on two felony sex charges mean for the broader MeToo movement? Amna 
Nawaz sits down with Fatima Goss Graves of the National Women’s Law Center. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003813 

Series Title:    FRONTLINE 

Episode Title:       NRA Under Fire 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/24/20  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Once an unrivaled political power, the NRA is facing challenges from all 
sides. How the NRA aligned with President Trump and his base, but is under 
attack ahead of the 2020 election. 
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Culture 
 

 

NOLA Code:         BGL  000000 

Series Title:    Blenko Glass: The Collectors 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IowaPBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/2/20  6”30 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format: Pledge 

The Blenko Glass Company has been famous in the time-honored craft of hand-blown glass since the 

family owned company began in 1893. Why do people collect Blenko? What draws them to this exquisite, 

handmade glass? Hear from Iowans who share what inspired their passion for Blenko Glass and their 

unique collections. 

    

NOLA Code:         GFI  000310 

Series Title:    Greetings From Iowa 

Episode Title:       Pledge Special 

Distributor:       IowaPBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/2/20  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format: Pledge 
Discover the colorful people, places and experiences that make Iowa 

great in this compilation special from Iowa PBS's digital series 

Greetings from Iowa. 
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NOLA Code:         COMU  000106 

Series Title:    Country Music 

Episode Title:       Will the Circle Be Unbroken? (1968 – 1972) 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/7/20  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

With the Vietnam War intensifying, America is more divided than ever. Country 
music is not immune to the divisions. Kris Kristofferson, a former Rhodes 
Scholar and Army captain, becomes a writer whose lyricism sets a new standard 
for country songs. Bob Dylan, the Byrds, and other non-country artists find 
Nashville a creative place to record. And a hippie band from California, the 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, comes to town to create a landmark album that bridges 
the gap between generations. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         VEBR  000101 

Series Title:    Very British Romance with Lucy Worsley; A 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/9/20  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Celebrate love with Lucy Worsley as she delves into the seductive history of 
British romance, uncovering the social, political and cultural forces that 
shaped ideals of romantic love during the Georgian era, including the novels 
of Jane Austen. 
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Economy 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012735 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/3/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Friday, the Senate returned from break still divided on 
procedures for an impeachment trial of President Trump. Senate Majority Leader 
Mitch McConnell again refused to commit to calling additional witnesses, while 
Minority Leader Chuck Schumer insisted top White House aides should testify. 
Also, the confrontation with Iran sent U.S. oil prices surging 3 percent as 
stocks sank. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012769 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/20/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Venezuela is in political, economic and humanitarian crisis. With its massive 
oil reserves, it used to be among the world’s wealthiest countries, but its 
economy has since collapsed. For residents opposed to the socialist regime of 
President Nicolas Maduro, the 2019 rise of opposition leader Juan Guaido 
offered a moment of hope that has yet to deliver. Special correspondent Marcia 
Biggs reports. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012780 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/6/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

On Friday, President Trump signed a bipartisan, $8 billion emergency spending 
package to fund the U.S. government response to novel coronavirus. Still, 
concerns remain over how quickly health officials are able to conduct tests 
for the illness. Meanwhile, the number of novel coronavirus cases across the 
globe is approaching 100,000, according to the World Health Organization. Amna 
Nawaz reports. 
 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012797 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/31/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

With unemployment soaring, the COVID-19 outbreak is taking a staggering toll 
on workers. Food banks are ramping up their services to meet the rising 
demand, even as donations, volunteers and supplies are limited. Meanwhile, 
organizations worry about keeping their own workers safe from the virus. 
Stephanie Sy reports as part of our Chasing the Dream series on poverty and 
opportunity in America. 
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Education 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012764 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/13/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Active shooter drills have become nearly ubiquitous in American schools. 
Although they are intended to prepare students and teachers to protect 
themselves in case of an armed intruder, the largest education unions in the 
U.S. say there's little evidence they are effective -- and that they can 
traumatize children. Randi Weingarten of the American Federation of Teachers 
joins Amna Nawaz to discuss. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012782 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/10/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A growing number of U.S. schools, including several colleges and universities, 
are shutting their doors to reduce the spread of COVID-19. Although only a 
small fraction of public elementary and high schools have closed, more than 
430,000 students are affected already. John Yang talks to Michelle Reid, 
superintendent of Washington state’s Northshore School District, about the 
decision to close. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012797 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/31/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

More than 55 million American students are staying home amid the coronavirus 
pandemic. The impacts are huge — affecting students, parents and teachers. 
Learning is happening with a host of new challenges. Kate Gardoqui of the 
Great Schools Partnership joins Judy Woodruff to discuss. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012783 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/11/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

As the U.S. novel coronavirus outbreak worsens, colleges and universities 
around the country are asking students to stay off campus -- and essentially 
shutting down. Though some classes are migrating online, the closures may 
still represent a hardship for students who rely on school for housing, meals 
and other services. Amna Nawaz talks to James Ryan, president of the 
University of Virginia. 
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Employment 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012769 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/20/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Many Americans plan to save for retirement in their 50s. But what happens if 
you're laid off at that age instead? According to researchers, the situation 
is common, and older workers have a harder time finding a new job -- 
especially one that pays their previous salary. Economics correspondent Paul 
Solman talks to 59-year-old Jaye Crist, who works three jobs for 70 percent of 
his former income. 
 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012780 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/6/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Friday, the latest jobs report showed the strongest pace of 
hiring since 2016. The Labor Department said employers added a net 273,000 
jobs in February, and the unemployment rate matched a 50-year low of 3.5 
percent. Also, Democrats on the House Transportation Committee accused 
aviation giant Boeing of a “culture of concealment” they said contributed to 
two deadly jet crashes. 
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Environment/Nature/Geography 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NAAT  003313 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title: Animal Reunions 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/1/20  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Feel the emotion as keepers and carers reunite with the wild animals that were 
once in their care to learn whether the close interspecies bonds that 
developed over many years in refuges and orphanages have stood the test of 
time. 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012734 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/2/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Vast swaths of Australia are still burning, with thousands of people under 
evacuation orders -- and forecasts of worse to come. A record summer fire 
season has charred 12 million acres, destroyed 1,400 homes and killed 17 
people. The states of New South Wales and Victoria are hardest hit, but fires 
are also burning across the rest of the country. Dan Rivers of Independent 
Television News reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         OZHH  000000 

Series Title:    Ozone Hole: How We Saved The Planet 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/8/20  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The forgotten story of the hole in the ozone layer -- and how the world came 
together to fix it -- as told by the scientists and politicians who spotted 
and then solved the planetary problem    Interviewees include Secretary George 
Shultz, who persuaded President Reagan to phase out CFC chemical production; 
Professor Mario Molina, who won the Nobel Prize for identifying the CFC 
problem; Dr James Lovelock whose work inspired Professor Molina to examine 
CFCs; Dr Jonathan Shanklin, who discovered the ozone hole; Sir Robert Watson 
who lead the international scientific assessment of the ozone problem. 
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NOLA Code:         NOVA  004701 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title: Polar Extremes 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/5/20  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Join renowned paleontologist Kirk Johnson on an epic adventure through time at 
the polar extremes of our planet. Following a trail of strange fossils found 
in all the wrong places-beech trees in Antarctica, hippo-like mammals in the 
Arctic-Johnson uncovers the bizarre history of the poles, from miles-high ice 
sheets to warm polar forests teeming with life. What caused such dramatic 
changes at the ends of the Earth? And what controls the dial on Earth's 
thermostat? Today, the Arctic is warming faster than anywhere else in the 
world, and Antarctica has locked in its ice enough water to raise sea level by 
a terrifying 200 feet. The way that the poles respond to a warming climate is 
one of the greatest wildcards in predicting our climate future. Johnson uses 
Earth's history, written in stone, as a cipher to decode what is going on at 
our polar extremes today, and what the future may hold. 
   
 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003814 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title: Plastic Wars 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/31/20  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Did the plastic industry use recycling to sell more plastic? With the industry 
expanding like never before and the crisis of ocean pollution growing, 
FRONTLINE and NPR investigate the fight over the future of plastics. 
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Family/Marriage 
 

 

NOLA Code:         INLE  002106 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title: Accept the Call 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/26/20  11 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

Yusuf Abdurahman, who left Somalia as a refugee 25 years ago, has his worst 
fear realized when his son is arrested in an FBI counterterrorism sting. 
Follow Yusuf as he strives to understand why his child would leave America and 
attempt to join ISIS. 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012794 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/26/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Many Americans are staying home amid the coronavirus pandemic. But what does 
that mean for those who aren’t safe where they live? John Yang talks to Katie 
Ray-Jones, CEO of the National Domestic Violence Hotline, about how abusers 
may leverage a broader societal crisis to exact further control and why 
physical distancing puts victims of abuse at even greater risk. 
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Health/Health Care 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IPS  000000 

Series Title:    Iowa Press Special: Coronavirus 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IowaPBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

 

Length:           

Segment:     

Format:  

Iowa journalists and healthcare experts discuss the ongoing Coronavirus epidemic in Iowa. 

 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012744 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/16/20   5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Recently, the FDA formally approved the first vaccine to prevent the Ebola 
virus. The advance comes at a crucial time, as Democratic Republic of Congo is 
suffering an outbreak that has lasted over a year and a half and sickened more 
than 3,000. But the death toll would be much higher without the unprecedented 
rate of medical progress in treatment. Special correspondent Monica Villamizar 
reports. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012760 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/7/20   5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Chinese officials are now struggling to contain a political revolt while also 
grappling with outbreak of novel coronavirus. The death of a young doctor who 
was punished for trying to warn about this new illness has triggered a wave of 
public anger and demands for accountability from the Chinese government. 
William Brangham reports. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NOVA  004509 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:       Transplanting Hope 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/25/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Follow the patients who desperately need transplants to save their lives, see 
the profound decisions families face in donating the organs of loved ones who 
die, and learn about the critical shortage of organs and new research into 
"organs by design." 
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Housing, Shelter 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012741 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:     

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/13/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Millions of Americans are forced from their homes every year. Evictions are 
usually considered in economic terms -- an outcome of housing supply and 
income levels -- but what about their physical and emotional impact? Research 
increasingly shows housing insecurity takes an enormous toll on people’s 
health. William Brangham reports from Richmond, which has the nation’s second-
highest eviction rate. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012769 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:     

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/20/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Roughly a quarter of all homeless Americans live in California, where the rate 
of homelessness has increased 16 percent in the past year. Facing pressure 
from his constituents and President Trump, Gov. Gavin Newsom has made the 
issue his top priority and proposed an array of potential policy solutions. 
John Yang sits down with Anita Chabria of the Los Angeles Times to discuss the 
details. 

 

NOLA Code:         EALM  000000 

Series Title:    East Lake Meadows: A Public Housing Story 

Episode Title:     

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/24/20  7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Learn the history of East Lake Meadows, a former public housing community in 
Atlanta. Stories from residents reveal hardship and resilience, and raise 
critical questions about race, poverty and who is deserving of public 
assistance. 
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Immigration/Refugees 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012736 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/6/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

For years, refugees from the Middle East and Africa have sought shelter in 
Europe, igniting debates there about immigration, asylum and changing culture. 
But one Paris program has been using the lens of art to help some of these 
refugees find community in France -- and to try to change the conversation 
around their plight. Jeffrey Brown reports. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003804 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Targeting El Paso 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/7/20  10:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

How El Paso became Trump's immigration testing ground and then the target of a 
white supremacist. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012747 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/21/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The war in Syria has waged for almost nine years and claimed millions of 
lives. Northwest Idlib province is the last refuge for Syrians fleeing attacks 
by President Bashar al-Assad's regime. But the crowded, muddy refugee camps 
there offer little shelter or support, and to the north, Turkey’s border is 
closed to those seeking better conditions. Nick Schifrin reports on Idlib’s 
“fragile stability.” 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012779 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/5/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A new watchdog report reveals troubling details about how the U.S. government 
handled the separation of migrant families as a result of the Trump 
administration’s “zero tolerance” policy. The litany of failures includes 
communication breakdown, lack of planning and insufficient care. Lisa 
Desjardins talks to Ann Maxwell, assistant inspector general of the Department 
of Health and Human Services. 
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Media 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012733 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/1/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Across the country, local newspapers are printing fewer pages, less frequently 
-- and sometimes collapsing entirely. Recent studies paint a grim picture of 
the decline in local newspapers and the impact it has on American politics. 
Jeffrey Brown reports and talks to Chuck Plunkett, formerly of the Denver 
Post, and the GroundTruth Project’s Charles Sennott about the crisis of lost 
local news. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012749 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/23/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

It is impossible to quantify Jim Lehrer’s influence on this news program, 
American journalism, presidential debates or the lives of so many of us. He 
was an extraordinary journalist, writer, collaborator and friend. Robert 
MacNeil, Lehrer’s NewsHour co-founder, longtime Lehrer friend Justice Stephen 
Breyer and Sharon Percy Rockefeller, president and CEO of WETA, join Judy 
Woodruff to remember him. 
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NOLA Code:         FRON  003812 

Series Title:    Frontline 

Episode Title:       Amazon Empire: The Rise of Jeff Bezos 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/18/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

Examining Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos' ascent to power and the global impact of the 
empire he built. The film also investigates the darker side of the company's 
rapid growth, and the challenge of trying to rein in the power of the richest 
man in the world. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012794 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/26/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Many families are finding it difficult to gauge how much news is too much when 
it comes to their children and teens. With TVs and other devices on around the 
clock, it’s tough to shield kids from a constant stream of reporting. At the 
same time, many teens still may not be taking the pandemic as seriously as 
they should. Author Kelly Corrigan shares her humble opinion on how to keep 
children safe. 
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Minorities/Civil Rights 

 
 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003808 

Series Title:    Frontline | America's Great Divide: Obama to Trump 

Episode Title:       Part 1 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/13/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  

This episode traces how Barack Obama’s promise of unity collapsed as 
increasing racial, cultural and political divisions laid the groundwork for 
the rise of Donald Trump. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         INLE  002107 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:       The First Rainbow Coalition 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/2/20  11 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In 1969, Chicago community-based groups formed alliances across lines of race 
and ethnicity to confront issues like police brutality and substandard 
housing. Hear the movement's little-known story through archival footage and 
interviews with members. 
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NOLA Code:         INLE  002111 

Series Title:    Independent Lens 

Episode Title:       Always in Season 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/29/20  11 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  

ALWAYS IN SEASON explores the lingering impact of more than a century of 
lynching African Americans and connects this form of historic racial terrorism 
to racial violence today. The film centers on the case of Lennon Lacy, an 
African American teen who was found hanging from a swing set in Bladenboro, 
North Carolina, on August 29, 2014. Despite inconsistencies in the case, local 
officials quickly ruled Lennon's death a suicide, but his mother, Claudia, 
believes Lennon was lynched. Claudia moves from paralyzing grief to leading 
the fight for justice for her son.    As the film unfolds, Lennon's case, and 
the suspicions surrounding it, intersect with stories of other communities 
seeking justice and reconciliation. A few hundred miles away in Monroe, 
Georgia, a diverse group of reenactors, including the adult daughter of a 
former Ku Klux Klan leader, annually dramatize a 1946 quadruple lynching to 
ensure the victims are never forgotten and encourage the community to come 
forward with information that might bring the perpetrators to justice. As the 
terrorism of the past bleeds into the present, the film asks: what will it 
take for Americans to begin building a national movement for racial justice 
and reconciliation? 
 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012789 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/19/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The 2018 film “Roma,” set in Mexico, won myriad awards and acclaim. But it 
also sparked a national debate about racial and social inequities. Now, its 
star, Yalitza Aparicio, has carved out a new offscreen role as an advocate for 
change, championing rights for indigenous people and Mexico’s domestic 
workers. Jeffrey Brown reports from Mexico City. 
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National Politics/Government 
 

 

NOLA Code:         PCC   000105 

Series Title:    IPTV Presents Conversations with Presidential Candidates 

Episode Title: Senator Amy Klobuchar 

Distributor:       IowaPBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/5/20  1 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  
IPTV Presents Conversations with Presidential Candidates Hosted by 

DMACC...a town hall discussion between Iowa Public Television's David 

Yepsen and Presidential candidates concerning business and economic 

issues confronting Iowa and America in the 21st century. 

    

NOLA Code:         ICIP  000000 

Series Title:    Caucus Iowa: Journey to the Presidency 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IowaPBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/2/2020  1 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Many Americans marvel at how one rural, Midwestern state became the political epicenter and launching 

pad for the world’s most powerful position: president of the United States. Through interviews with 

presidents, campaign staff, reporters, and Iowans of all political stripes, we explain the twists of fate that 

vaulted Iowa into the first stop for today’s presidential candidates and what experiences those politicians 

take with them on their way to higher office. We’ ll also explore what the role of caucus voter means to 

Iowans bestowed with an enlarged role in choosing the future leader of the free world. 
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   NOLA Code:         MLNH  012763 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/12/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Outrage over the Justice Department's new, shorter sentencing recommendation 
for Roger Stone, an ally of President Trump, bubbled over on Wednesday on 
Capitol Hill, where congressional critics of the president say he unfairly 
interfered to help a friend. Are the Justice Department's moves justified? 
Yamiche Alcindor talks with two former Justice Department officials, Mary 
McCord and James Trusty. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012796 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/30/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

NPR’s Tamara Keith and Amy Walter of the Cook Political Report join Judy 
Woodruff to discuss the latest political news, including how President Trump’s 
approval ratings have changed amid the coronavirus pandemic, the tendency of 
American voters to rally around leaders during a crisis and what these 
unprecedented circumstances mean for the 2020 presidential election. 
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Nuclear Issues/WMD 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012747 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/21/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Tuesday, an outbreak of viral pneumonia in China has spread 
to the United States. Federal health officials confirmed a Seattle-area man, 
now hospitalized in good condition, brought the virus back from a trip to 
China, where it has killed six people. Also, North Korea is warning it no 
longer feels bound to refrain from testing nuclear weapons and long-range 
missiles. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012733 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/1/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

North Korea’s leader, Kim Jong Un, has announced he will no longer abide by a 
moratorium on nuclear and long-range missile tests. With direct talks between 
North Korea and the Trump administration stalled, Kim also warned the people 
of his country about a “long confrontation” with the United States. The RAND 
Corporation’s Naoko Aoki joins Nick Schifrin to discuss. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012757 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/4/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Tuesday, Turkey warned it will intervene to stop a Syrian 
government offensive against rebels that's driving thousands of refugees in 
Idlib province toward the Turkish border. The word comes a day after clashes 
between Syrian and Turkish forces left 21 dead. Also, the U.S. nuclear arsenal 
has added its first new weapon in decades, a low-yield missile meant to deter 
adversaries. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NOVA  003810 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:       Japan's Killer Quake 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/18/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In its worst crisis since World War II, Japan faces disaster on an epic scale: 
a rising death toll in the tens of thousands, massive destruction of homes and 
businesses, shortages of water and power, and the specter of nuclear meltdown 
at three reactors. The facts and figures are astonishing. The March 11th 
earthquake was the world's fourth largest earthquake since record keeping 
began in 1900 and the worst ever to shake Japan. The seismic shock wave 
released over 4,000 times the energy of the largest nuclear test ever 
conducted; it shifted the earth's axis by six inches and shortened the day by 
a few millionths of a second. The tsunami slammed Japan's coast with 30 feet-
high waves that traveled six miles inland, obliterating entire towns in a 
matter of minutes. JAPAN'S KILLER QUAKE combines authoritative on-the-spot 
reporting, personal stories of tragedy and survival, compelling eyewitness 
videos, explanatory graphics and exclusive helicopter footage for a unique 
look at the science behind the catastrophe. 
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Recreation/Leisure/Sports 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IBS  000701 

Series Title:    Iowa Girls State High School Basketball Championships 

Episode Title: Class 5A 

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/6/20  6 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
IPTV presents live, statewide coverage of the Iowa Girls' High School 

State Basketball Championships. 

 

NOLA Code:         IOP  000000 

Series Title:    Iowa Outdoors: 100th Anniversary of Iowa State Parks 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IowaPBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/4/20  6:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format:  
As Iowa State Parks celebrate their 100th anniversary, explore their 

natural beauty, artistic inspiration and historic significance. 

Featuring artists profiling their own parks, and utilizing modern aerial 

videography and historic images, Iowa Outdoors brings viewers to the 

state parks of yesterday and shares the inspiration they may bring for 

the next 100 years. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012770 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/21/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The fallout from a major cheating scandal in Major League Baseball continues. 
After investigators found that the Houston Astros used an elaborate sign-
stealing scheme in 2017, when they won the World Series, members of the team's 
front office were disciplined. But players, and the championship title, remain 
unscathed, prompting resentment within the league. John Yang talks to ESPN’S 
Jeff Passan. 
 

  

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012792 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/24/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Olympic history was made Tuesday when Japan and the International Olympic 
Committee decided to postpone this summer’s games to 2021. John Yang reports 
and speaks with USA Today’s Christine Brennan, who has covered every Olympic 
Games since 1984. 
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Religion/Ethics 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012734 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/2/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

President Trump is seeking reelection in the fall of 2020, and to win it, he 
will be relying upon one of his strongest voting blocs: white evangelical 
Christians. But are there signs emerging of a rift within this previously 
solid group of Trump supporters? The Christian Post’s Richard Land and the 
Gospel Coalition’s Collin Hansen join Lisa Desjardins to discuss compromise 
and Christian values. 

    

NOLA Code:         SEDE  001802 

Series Title:    Secrets of the Dead 

Episode Title:       Bombing Auschwitz 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/21/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Join historians, survivors and experts as they consider one of the great moral 
dilemmas of the 20th century. Should the Allies have risked killing Auschwitz 
prisoners and bombed the camp to stop future atrocities? 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012751 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/27/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Survivors of the Auschwitz-Birkenau death camps marked the 75th anniversary of 
their liberation Monday, gathering at the rail depot where Jews from across 
Europe disembarked cattle trucks to be murdered in Nazi gas chambers. Polish 
President Andrzej Duda urged Holocaust remembrance at a time anti-Semitic 
attacks in Europe and the U.S. are on the rise. Special correspondent Malcolm 
Brabant reports. 

 

NOLA Code:         ESAW  000101 

Series Title:    Earth's Sacred Wonders 

Episode Title:       House of the Divine 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/25/20  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Across every continent on Earth, religious belief has driven people to 
extraordinary acts of creativity. It still does. The scale, intricacy, 
ingenuity and total dedication they embody makes them amongst the most 
breathtaking places on the planet. Some are awe-inspiring buildings, some are 
inspired by their natural surroundings and some are the focus for spectacular 
ceremonies. This series examines the most phenomenal sacred wonders on the 
planet, each told through engaging characters facing compelling challenges. 
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Science/Technology 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012738 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/8/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Individualized medicine, in which treatments are customized based on a 
patient’s unique DNA, is a rising field. Along with an ever-expanding genetic 
database, it offers tantalizing promise for solving some of medicine's most 
daunting challenges. But individualized medicine also carries with it 
questions and risks -- both moral and medical. Science correspondent Miles 
O’Brien reports. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         NAAT  003709 

Series Title:    Nature 

Episode Title:       The Whale Detective 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/8/20  7 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A filmmaker investigates his traumatic encounter with a 30-ton humpback whale 
that breached and almost landed on him while he was kayaking. What he 
discovers raises far bigger questions about humans' relationship with whales 
and their future. 
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NOLA Code:         OZHH  000000 

Series Title:    Ozone Hole: How We Saved The Planet 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/8/20  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The forgotten story of the hole in the ozone layer -- and how the world came 
together to fix it -- as told by the scientists and politicians who spotted 
and then solved the planetary problem    Interviewees include Secretary George 
Shultz, who persuaded President Reagan to phase out CFC chemical production; 
Professor Mario Molina, who won the Nobel Prize for identifying the CFC 
problem; Dr James Lovelock whose work inspired Professor Molina to examine 
CFCs; Dr Jonathan Shanklin, who discovered the ozone hole; Sir Robert Watson 
who lead the international scientific assessment of the ozone problem. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         NOVA  004704 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:       Mysteries of Sleep 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/26/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Like virtually every other animal, humans need sleep to survive. But why? 
Scientists peer into the brain to see what happens while we snooze and 
understand the powerful role that sleep - or lack of it - plays in memory, 
trauma and emotion regulation 
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Transportation 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012755 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/31/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

On Friday, the Trump administration announced new restrictions on travel to 
the U.S. from six countries: Eritrea, Kyrgyzstan, Myanmar and Nigeria. It is 
also barring people from Sudan and Tanzania from participating in the U.S. 
Diversity Visa Program, which awards green cards to immigrants. Amna Nawaz 
reports and talks to Farhana Khera, president and executive director of Muslim 
Advocates. 
 

  

NOLA Code:         NOVA  004409 

Series Title:    NOVA 

Episode Title:       Chinese Chariot Revealed 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/11/20  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

For over a thousand years, chariots thundered across China's battlefields --  
dominating warfare far longer than anywhere else on earth. Now a series of 
amazing archaeological discoveries, including whole chariots buried with their 
horses, enable a team of experts to discover the genius of China's first 
super-weapon - investigating design secrets which made them such a long lived 
war-machine, exploring hands- on how were they used, what set them apart from 
the rest of the world and how they helped unify China. 
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Urban Development/Infrastructure 
 

 

NOLA Code:         HBI  000101 

Series Title:    Historic Buildings of Iowa: Des Moines 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/3/20  6:30 p.m. 

Length:          90 

Segment:     

Format: Pledge 

Explore the architecture and history of the Iowa State Capitol, Terrace Hill Governor’s Mansion, World 

Food Prize Headquarters, Hoyt Sherman Place and Salisbury House. 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012763 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/12/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

There's a dire need to repair aging infrastructure in the U.S., and an 
innovative building material could be a game changer. Embedded with steel 
fibers, ultra-high performance concrete is about five to 10 times stronger 
than standard concrete -- and unaffordable for most government-funded 
projects. Special correspondent Cat Wise reports from Iowa on how researchers 
are working to bring costs down. 
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War/Veterans/National Security 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012733 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/1/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

After the most significant standoff outside a U.S. Embassy in years, 
demonstrators in Baghdad stood down on Wednesday -- but they also declared 
victory. Sarkawt Shams, a member of the Iraqi parliament, and Douglas 
Silliman, former U.S. ambassador to Iraq, join Nick Schifrin to discuss the 
politics and parties involved in the incident and why tensions continue to run 
high. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WWIR  005927 

Series Title:    Washington Week 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/3/20  7 p.m. 

Length:          30 

Segment:     

Format:  

In what is being called a pivotal moment in his presidency, President Trump 
ordered a drone strike that killed Iran’s leading general Qassim Suleimani. 
The panelists discuss the implications of this decision. 
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NOLA Code:         SEDE  001802 

Series Title:    Secrets of the Dead 

Episode Title: Bombing Auschwitz 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/21/20  8 p.m. 

Length:          06 

Segment:     

Format:  

Join historians, survivors and experts as they consider one of the great moral 
dilemmas of the 20th century. Should the Allies have risked killing Auschwitz 
prisoners and bombed the camp to stop future atrocities? 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012789 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/19/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The U.S. military is gearing up to fight the novel coronavirus, which is 
spreading rapidly across the U.S. Plans include deployment of hospital ships 
as overflow for hospitals, allocation of critical medical supplies and 
research in military labs on development of treatment and a vaccine. Judy 
Woodruff speaks with Defense Secretary Mark Esper about these efforts and 
keeping service members safe. 
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Women 
 

 

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012743 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/15/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

In our news wrap Wednesday, Virginia became the crucial 38th state to ratify 
the 1972 Equal Rights Amendment, which bars discrimination on the basis of 
sex. Three-quarters of the states now approve the amendment. Also, Russia’s 
government abruptly resigned after President Vladimir Putin proposed sweeping 
constitutional changes that could keep him in power after his current term 
ends in 2024. 
 

    

NOLA Code:         MLNH  012744 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/16/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

U.S. women won the right to vote a century ago; the fight to instill in the 
Constitution equal rights regardless of sex is nearly as old. The Equal Rights 
Amendment was a major national topic in the 1970s -- but it wasn’t until this 
past Tuesday that the crucial 38th state ratified it. Equality Now's Kate 
Kelly joins Judy Woodruff to discuss whether the ERA will become part of the 
Constitution. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012756 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

2/3/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

The work of women artists makes up only 3 to 5 percent of major museums' 
permanent collections in the U.S. and Europe. Many of these artists struggle 
financially -- but Susan Unterberg is trying to change that. For decades, the 
artist has supported her female peers as an anonymous benefactor. Jeffrey 
Brown sits down with Unterberg to discuss why she decided to put a name on her 
philanthropy. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         WPIK  0000000 

Series Title:    Fine Line: A Woman’s Place is in the Kitchen 

Episode Title:        

Distributor:       NETA 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/10/20  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

A Fine Line explores why less than 7% of head chefs and restaurant owners are women when traditionally 

women have always held the central role in the kitchen. Hearing candid insights from world renowned 

chefs, including Lidia Bastianich, Dominique Crenn, Barbara Lynch and more. The central narrative 

unfolds of a small-town restaurateur and single mother on a mission to do what she loves while raising 

two kids with the odds stacked mightily against her. This personal, all-access story opens up a timely 

discussion on how to get more women into leadership while tackling important issues such as paid 

parental leave, affordable and accessible childcare and fair wage. 
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Youth 
 

 

NOLA Code:         IDD  002020 

Series Title:    2020 Iowa State Dance Team Championships 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IowaPBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/25/20   7 p.m. 

Length:          120 

Segment:     

Format:  
This fast-paced program features highlights from the winning high school 

and college teams that competed in the annual championships. 

 

NOLA Code:         THP  002020 

Series Title:    2020 Terrace Hill Piano Competition 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       IPTV 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/20/20  8:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

This special features performance by the three finalists in the Terrace Hill Piano Competition. 
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NOLA Code:         MLNH  012734 

Series Title:    PBS NewsHour 

Episode Title:  

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

1/2/20  5:30 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Psycholinguist Jean Berko Gleason is a professor emerita at Boston University 
and a pioneer in the field of children’s language. Even as a child, Berko 
Gleason loved and connected with language. It also made a big impression on 
her how much her older brother, who suffered from cerebral palsy, struggled to 
be understood. Berko Gleason shares her Brief But Spectacular take on 
language. 
 

 

NOLA Code:         FRON  003813 

Series Title:    FRONTLINE 

Episode Title: NRA Under Fire 

Distributor:       PBS 

Broadcast 

Date/Time: 

3/24/20  9 p.m. 

Length:          60 

Segment:     

Format:  

Once an unrivaled political power, the NRA is facing challenges from all 
sides. How the NRA aligned with President Trump and his base, but is under 
attack ahead of the 2020 election. 
 

 


